April 25, 2009
To: Corey Brinkema, President, Forest Stewardship Council – US
FSC Members, Certificate Holders and other interested parties
Re: Comments in response to Mr. Brinkema’s April 1, 2009 letter www.maforests.org/FSCCorey.pdf reacting to a
WCVB Boston Channel 5 report www.thebostonchannel.com/video/18868966/index.html questioning FSC credibility
Dear Mr. Brinkema,
Listening to the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) defend clearcuts (up to 50 acres in size) on Massachusetts
public forests is a sad indicator of just how far the idea of green forest certification seems to have morphed into
just another green-washing marketing tool. To view FSC “Green” certified logging on Massachusetts public
lands see: www.maforests.org
First and foremost, Massachusetts Forest Watch is of the opinion that Forest Stewardship Certification is not
appropriate for multi-purpose, publicly owned land. The decision by the State agencies to obtain FSC
certification of all State public lands, and to agree that 80% of those lands will have active timber harvesting
ignores historic and legal precedence to provide protection for the multiple values of these lands. This
commercialization of 80% of our public lands is unacceptable to the public and has not been voted upon by
their representatives in the legislature.
We sincerely believe that if FSC persists in defending and excusing the horrid forest practices and policies on
Massachusetts public lands, you will not only negatively impact FSC credibility but also help undermine the
valid and important concept of certifying industrial forest lands. Our public forests are held in trust for their
ecosystem values, not for commercial timber harvesting. FSC certification is pushing increased commercial
timber harvesting on our public lands as exemplified by the most recent FSC audit which states: “Harvest levels
on Bureau of Forestry and Department of Fish and Wildlife lands are far too low to ensure that the long-term
goals are met.” Far too low for whom Mr. Brinkema?
A distinction must be made between certification applied to industrial timberlands versus public lands. In the
former, certification may improve the situation on the ground, but in the latter it is having the opposite effect as
demonstrated here in Massachusetts. In fact, a letter by 23 National environmental groups has stated very
eloquently that FSC certification is inappropriate for National forests and lands held for ecosystem values,
which logically extends to State forests. See letter at: www.maforests.org/PubCert.pdf This distinction is
particularly important in a State like Massachusetts that does not have any National forests.
FSC allows clearcutting and under FSC certification Massachusetts logging rates are slated to increase 400%,
using 74% even aged silviculture, a.k.a. clearcutting and its variants. This industrial type cutting is not the
“green” logging as imagined by concerned citizens paying more for their wood. While FSC may currently
have more credibility than the timber industry sponsored Sustainable Forest Initiative (SFI) certification system,
you risk losing this credibility edge by continuing to lower the bar and engaging in a “race to the bottom” in
your competition with SFI.
Further blurring the line between FSC and SFI is the fact that here in Massachusetts, Mike Ferrucci is one of
four auditors responsible for the FSC process currently underway to re-certify Massachusetts public lands but
Mr. Ferrucci is the SFI Program Manager for NSF International Strategic Registrations and is responsible for all
aspects of the firm’s SFI Certification programs. Mr. Ferrucci co-led the “stakeholder” input meeting on April
6th regarding FSC re-certification of Massachusetts public lands.
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The forests would benefit most if FSC restored rigorous and accountable standards, applied them to industrial
timberlands and then demonstrated and publicized the real difference between FSC and SFI. Instead, your letter
in response to the Channel 5 demonstrates FSC prefers to ramp up defensive propaganda than correct these
structural problems. So many of the things you state in your letter are false or unfounded, for example:
1. “Compliance with a robust set of standards The Massachusetts story focused on isolated harvests that were
of concern to a few local activists.”
This heavy logging has been occurring all over the state, please see: www.maforests.org and there has been
such strong resistance to the logging by so many folks, that the State has currently halted many timber sales.
Additionally, while the State may not admit it, public outrage over FSC sanctioned public land logging practices
has led to the resignation of the DCR’s Chief Forester. Controversies have erupted in numerous locations,
involving large numbers of citizens at: Mt. Holyoke Range State Park, Robinson State Park, October Mountain
State Forest, Boxford State Forest, Savoy State Forest, Windsor Jambs State Park, Rutland State Park, Mount
Grace State Forest, Quabbin Reservoir, Wachusett Reservoir, and Wendell State Forest, to name a few. Boston
Channel 5 www.thebostonchannel.com/video/18868966/index.html is not alone in reporting on this controversy, see links:
CHANNEL 9 PITTSFIELD:
VALLEY ADVOCATE:

http://capitalnews9.com/content/top_stories/136766/taxpayers-footing-bill-to-destroy-state-forests/Default.aspx

www.valleyadvocate.com/article.cfm?aid=9498

BOSTON HERALD: www.bostonherald.com/news/regional/view.bg?articleid=1162593
SHELBURNE INDEPENDENT: www.maforests.org/Indep.pdf
FSC-WATCH: www.fsc-watch.org/
It is not true that the Channel 5 report was based solely on evidence of clearcutting of Norway spruce
plantations. The main rationale for aggressive commercial timber operations under the Massachusetts FSC
program called “Active Forest Management”, targets all forest types for dramatically increased logging. DCR’s
list of logging contracts include heavy and dramatically increased removals of the following species of trees:
Northern Hardwood, Oak, Red Oak, Aspen, Poplar, Sugar Maple among others.
2. “Norway spruce is a non-native tree and the DCR is removing them in order to restore a native and
natural hardwoods forest. It does require cutting down all the trees in an area, but it is clearly an ecologically
beneficial action – based on goals of restoration of native ecosystems.”
While Norway spruce is non-native, it is not invasive, and up until recently when the price of spruce shot up,
the State agencies were praising these stands as important evergreen wintering habitat especially important to
replace the habitat of declining native hemlocks. In fact, the FSC management report for Massachusetts lands
suggests the possibly of growing Norway spruce to replace declining native hemlocks! “Use of exotic species
should be forbidden from MA forests with the possible exception of Norway spruce to replace hemlock” See
page 43, www.scscertified.com/PDFS/forest_mass.pdf Clearcutting is almost never “ecologically beneficial.”
There is no justification for wiping out these beautiful stands. Apple, pear, orange and plum trees are nonnative, should we wipe them out too? Even if there were a good reason to remove them, which there isn’t, they
could be removed selectively. Guess what is regenerating in many of these horrid clearcuts? Norway Spruce!
3. “FSC certification requires all landowners, including the DCR, to comply with a set of rigorous
environmental and social standards that are globally recognized as defining exemplary forestry”
Massachusetts public land logging has repeatedly not complied with the FSC New England Standard so FSC
just keeps lowering the bar in order to keep these lands certified. Additionally, there are countless cases of State
forestry laws flagrantly broken by the State agencies. Both types of violations have been well documented and
exposed, formally and informally by citizens, but concerns have been flippantly dismissed by FSC auditors and
State agencies creating an atmosphere of “no accountability”. See Appendix A, B and C for details of the
failure of FSC to follow State laws and its own laws on Massachusetts public lands.
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4. “Hazardous pesticides and the use of genetically modified trees are strictly prohibited.”
The state sprays Glyphosate herbicide and there are serious concerns regarding its safety around water supplies.
5. “This includes stakeholder consultation during the assessment phase, as well as a formal dispute
resolution process for resolving concerns.”
FSC does have a dispute resolution process but it has a fundamental flaw in that disputes must first be taken to
the landowner itself to address the issues before the process can continue. When auditors were contacted
directly by the Massachusetts Forest and Parks Friends Network group regarding the non-conformance issues,
they were instructed to take their concerns back to the landowner and were never offered any option to air these
issues directly to FSC. In Massachusetts, the landowner is the State, and a meeting was requested by this same
citizens group over 2 months ago and has not been granted, effectively blocking the dispute resolution process.
Furthermore, if a dispute were to finally get beyond the landowner policing himself, the stakeholder filing the
complaint can be charged for the cost of the dispute resolution. According to FSC dispute resolution
procedures “Costs may be allocated to the party filing the dispute.”
6. “In fact, Scientific Certification Systems (SCS) investigated the sites of concern raised by Massachusetts
stakeholders in a substantive manner that conforms with FSC-mandated audit protocols. This investigation
included site inspections of most of the sites in question”
If FSC has visited the cutover sites shown in www.maforests.org and maintains that this type of logging
deserves “green”certification, then FSC certification is fatally flawed and possibly beyond redemption.
7. “Regarding use of Massachusetts taxpayer funds to pay for certification, and according to SCS, of the $2
million spent on forest certification since 2002, less than 8% has gone to cover SCS assessment and audit costs.”
Most of the money was spent preparing the state lands and agencies for timber sales, not for protecting forests.
8. “We also want to make it clear that FSC Certifying Bodies are paid for their work regardless of whether or
not they issue a certificate to the landowner.”
If an FSC auditor de-certifies a client for non-compliance with their standards then logically FSC and the
certifying bodies lose any future certification income from these lands.
9. “The demand for forest resources continues to grow, and consequently so do destructive forestry practices,
land conversion, and illegal logging. FSC was created to provide a tool to differentiate exemplary forestry
from the status quo and to provide a market mechanism that rewards it. Our goal: to use the marketplace to
promote environmentally responsible, socially just and economically viable forest management.”
In Massachusetts we have destructive forestry practices and illegal logging, and citizens are subsidizing private
companies who are cutting our trees (and shipping them to Quebec), since the timber program operates at a loss.
Massachusetts residents are effectively paying to have their public forests clear-cut and FSC has given their
endorsement to this tragic situation.
In the interest of protecting our public forests and in maintaining the credibility of “green” forest certification,
we urge FSC to improve its standards and accountability process, deny re-certification of Massachusetts public
lands for non-compliance and unsuitableness, and focus its timber production program on industrial timber
lands and away from our scarce public lands. Please see following Appendices for more information.
Sincerely,
Chris Matera, P.E.
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APPENDIX A - FSC FAILURE TO FOLLOW STATE LAW
The DCR and DFW are not adhering to existing laws designed to help protect our forests. Even a cursory
examination uncovers widespread illegal State Forest logging, including some examples shown below.
Department of Fish and Wildlife, MGL Chapter 131: Section 4: Part 16:
“It shall be a condition of each contract for the cutting and sale of timber that clear-cutting timber on lands
managed by the division is specifically prohibited.”

Illegal Clear-cut - Peru Wildlife Management Area, Middlefield Road, 2007

28 Illegal Acre Clear-cut from the Air-Fox Den Wildlife Mgmt Area, Chipman Rd, 2008
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Department of Conservation and Recreation, M.G.L. c. 132, 304 CMR 11.05(1)(a) 2a
“Clear-cutting, coppice cuts, or any regeneration cut leaving less mature trees than those required for a seed tree
cut…the maximum size of the opening created shall be 10 acres unless the source of the regeneration is seeding
from surrounding stands, in which case the maximum size shall be 5 acres.”

15 Acre Illegal Clear-cut – Savoy State Forest, 2008

50 Acre Illegal Clear-cut, October Mountain SF, 2008

Department of Conservation and Recreation, M.G.L. c. 132, 304 CMR 11.05(1)(d)
“Filter strips shall be left along the edges of all water bodies and Certified Vernal Pools. No more than 50% of
the basal area shall be cut at any one time and a waiting period of five years must elapse before another cut is
made. The residual stand shall be composed of healthy growing trees well distributed over the area.”

Illegal Clearcut to Edge of Pond–99% Basal Area Removed– Chester Blandford State Forest, , 2008
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APPENDIX B - FSC FAILURE TO PROTECT CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL SITES
FSC sanctioned state clearcutting within several feet of the boundary of an 1800’s cemetery in Savoy State
forest has devastated the area and demonstrated complete lack of accountability and regard for the basic
indicators of civil society including respect for environmental, social, cultural and historical values.
The picture below shows an early spring aerial photo of the area before the clearcutting. The stand is very alive
Norway Spruce mixed with some hardwoods with a cemetery located between 2 areas slated for clearcutting.

Below is the “after” photo showing the FSC sanctioned clearcuts right up to the cemetery.
March 2008. See next page for photos 1 and 2
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Photo 2 from previous page, ground view of FSC sanctioned clearcut to edge of cemetery area, soon after the
clearcut, May 2008. Edge trees left around cemetery also demonstrate that the stand was alive and healthy.

Photo 1, ground view of FSC sanctioned clearcut to edge of cemetery area, March 2009.
Remaining edge trees have died from exposure and some have fallen into the cemetery.
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A view looking out from within the cemetery, March 2009

“SCS investigated the sites of concern raised by Massachusetts stakeholders in a substantive manner that
conforms with FSC-mandated audit protocols. This investigation included site inspections of most of the sites in
question. SCS felt confident that the DCR lands in question were in conformance with the FSC standards.”
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APPENDIX C - FSC FAILURE TO FOLLOW THEIR OWN RULES
Forest Stewardship Council certification is a performance based program. The state of Massachusetts has been
given “passing grades” for promises, progress and intentions. In fact, from a performance level, the lack of
compliance is at a level that qualifies as a “Principle Level Failure” which should have already resulted in
revocation of the certificate and should preclude re-certification.
The Channel 5 report of widespread clearcutting on MA public lands focused on that which is abhorrent to
Massachusetts citizens and violates unambiguous state laws and forestry regulations. Such violations of state
law represent lack of compliance with Principle 1 of the New England Standard The Channel 5 report also
states that a spokesperson for FSC certification was confident that “the state is in compliance with its
standards”. This statement is revealing of either complicity in a decision to continue certifying a client that is
not in compliance, or ignorance of the lack of compliance.
The implementation of commercial timber harvesting on MA public lands, including state parks, without the
comprehensive management plans required by Principle 7 of the New England Standard has been ongoing
since the first certification contract was signed in May 2004. Condition 2004.1 required that “Within 5 years of
award of certification, BOF and DFW must complete regional and site-level management plans for all
properties.” One could easily argue that the state should never have been certified until it completed these
plans. As a matter of fact, in the SCS assessment, prepared between 2002 and 2004, on page 70, find: “DEM
(now DCR) effectively has no management plans in place for lands where active timber sales have been
conducted. This constitutes a fatal-flaw violation of FSC Principle 7”.
Over the course of five years, it became increasingly clear that the state would not meet Condition 2004.1.
During the entire 5 year certification period, the state was not in compliance with Principle 7. Clearly this non
compliance continued for one year or longer, was systematic throughout the management organization, and
created adverse effects over a wide area. (Qualifications for a Principle Level Failure), page 8,
www.fscus.org/images/documents/2006_standards/ne_9.0_NTC.pdf

In addition to Principle 7, resource management plans are required by MGL Ch. 21, section 2F for every state
forest, park and reservation. The Principle Level Failure therefore includes Principle 1.
As the end of the five year period approached, suddenly the condition was changed, the time limit was
extended, and inexplicably, four district plans, hardly comprehensive enough to meet the requirements of
Principle 7, and only covering 50% of DCR state forests and parks were accepted as progress toward meeting
this condition. The rules were changed in the middle of the game. Continued certification was approved, with
only the comment that “significant progress toward (planning) schedules proposed by DFW and BOF is
desirable” (page 283) of the assessment.
As a consequence of failure to do proper planning, the social values of our lands, which are customarily used
for recreation, enjoyment of aesthetics, scenic appreciation, attractions for tourism, education, protection of
historic values etc. have not been protected from the ramifications of commercial timber harvesting which
began in 2004 and continues to this day. This is non compliance with Principle 4, Criterion 4.4, and Principle
2, criterion 2.3. and many of the goals of Principle 9 meaning another Principle Level Failure.
Compounding the failure to properly address conflicts between aggressive timber harvesting and protection of
social values is the fact that CAR 2007 – 06 (page 294 of the assessment) which required that the DCR Bureau
of Forestry “present to SCS a written description of their timber harvest approval/review process” was closed,
despite acknowledgment that the BOF did not comply with the CAR. The goal had been to “reduce the
likelihood that disputes would develop over harvests that are scheduled to occur in areas without approved site
plans”. It seems clear from the above that FSC and SCS would like to avoid disputes, but do not require the
planning that would prevent them.
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It is well known that the DCR planning department does not have adequate data on hand to protect historical
and culturally significant sites. This was reported by the planning department at a public meeting of the DCR
Stewardship Council early in 2009. Clearly the Principles and criteria that require protection of these resources
(Principle 4 and Principle 9) cannot be met without proper data and careful analysis before timber harvest
disturbs the sites. The Channel 5 report demonstrates vividly, the recent lack of respect or protection of an
1800’s era cemetery due to forestry practices. This is evidence of lack of compliance with Principle 4 and 9.
But it is not just social values that are not protected. The FSC agreement with EOEEA was that 20% of the
public lands would be set aside as ecological reserves. All major environmental groups have questioned the
arbitrary percentage assigned to large and small reserves, requested that large reserves be a minimum of 15,000
acres, and that reserves be chosen for their qualifications, not by a percentage. Reserves come with certain
management restrictions, but they are vaguely described as “being exempt from commercial harvesting”. The
designation of reserve is not grounded in MA state law and the restrictions are not spelled out in state law. And
the word commercial is tossed around, altered, redefined to such an extent that it is unfair for Mr. Brinkema to
put reserves and permanent protection in the same sentence: ...management practices such as “designing and
implementing an ecological reserve system for permanently protecting 20% of the state forest system”. Not
only are there no guarantees of permanent protection, but the protections are not well defined, and the state has
still not designated the full 100,000 acres of reserves promised.
Condition 2002.8 required that: “Within 3 years of award of certification, DEM and DFW must identify,
designate and map an ecological reserve system of representative forest communities and age classes, as well as
ecologically unique areas including sensitive habitats for plants and animals.” This condition was closed after
the November 2006 audit with a general understanding that small reserves would be chosen as the site specific
management plans were completed. But we don't have site specific management plans, nor will we be getting
them soon. In some places we have no plans whatsoever. Cutting is endorsed in areas that might qualify for
small reserve status. This is a violation of Principle 6.
Without the site specific management plans in place, it is impossible for the proposed forestry operations to
sufficiently guarantee that there will be no negative environmental impact from their proposals. Principle 6 is
very specific about pre-harvest scientific analysis required of large landowners. The 2008 audit glosses over the
requirements for these scientific biological studies saying “ BOF has now agreed to conduct similar surveys in
advance of planned timber harvests.” In fact it is not clear at all that the studies BOF has asked Natural
Heritage to do are much more than studies of vascular plants. There has been much public input from
concerned environmentalists outside of the MA Forest Watch Group that vernal pools on public lands are not
being properly identified. (Despite Condition 2004.10 and Recommendation 2005.1 which required training for
foresters) There are documented reports of lack of regard for running streams, lack of riparian buffers, cutting
on slopes and resulting erosion problems. A specific harvest at Chester Blandford State Forest contains serious
Best Management Practices (BMP) violations. There has been an ongoing and continued lack of
compliance with almost all aspects of Principle 6. Another Principle Level Failure.
Associated with the protection of non timber product values, is the requirement of Principle 9 for the
designation of High Conservation Value Forests. Condition 2002.7 stated that: “within 2 years of award of
certification, DEM and DFW must designate and delineate HCVF areas and develop a plan for management of
these areas. “ This condition was closed and replaced by CAR 2006.3 in November 2005. This CAR defines
specific requirements for designation of High Conservation Value Forests, and for the encouragement and
incorporation of public nominations for such sites. Although Natural Heritage has completed a comprehensive
document associated with the designation of HCVF's, the designation, mapping and planned management of
them is not complete. This CAR was closed at the 2008 audit, without evidence that compliance has been
achieved. There are vague references to ongoing designations of small reserves that contain High Conservation
Value Forest attributes and “good intentions”. This constitutes a Principle Level Failure of Principle 9.
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Principle 8 of the New England Standard requires that monitoring will be conducted, to assess the condition of
the forest, yields of forest products, chain of custody, management activities, and their social and environmental
impacts. Criterion 8.5 requires that forest managers shall make publicly available a summary of the results of
monitoring indicators, including those listed in Criterion 8.2 We are not aware of any such monitoring reports.
We have found it very difficult to receive any direct and accurate information with respect to cost, productivity
or efficiency of forest management. A long list of such questions was submitted to Bob O'Connor at EOEEA
over one year ago and has never been answered. We made a specific request for a monitoring report on
Chicopee Memorial State Park where citizens have complained of increased illegal OHV use and a startling
spread of invasive herbaceous species after a 2005 harvest. We have been told that no such monitoring report
is available. One can understand that it is hard to monitor whether a harvest met the goals of a plan when there
was no plan in the first place. This is an ongoing Principle Level Failure of Principle 8.
With respect to the proper response of the Certifying Body to stakeholder concerns: The Massachusetts Forests
and Parks Friends Network contacted Scientific Certification Systems to request the proper procedure to begin a
formal complaint that the state of Massachusetts was not in compliance with the Principles and Criteria of the
New England Standard in general, and to officially denounce the results of the 2008 audit with respect to
boundary issues, protection of historical resources, and the closing of CAR 2006-02. The group felt that if site
visits, and interviews with DCR staff did not reveal evidence of illegal ORV use, or damage, that the monitoring
of this CAR was totally inadequate. The problems with illegal ORV use are worse, not better. Enforcement is
inadequate. There was a death in one of the parks, related to illegal ORV use within the last 12 months. SCS
did not offer to accept this information directly, nor did they advise us to report it to FSC-US. They told us to
request a meeting with the land manager. Such a meeting was requested in mid-February, but as of today it has
not been granted.

FSC Sanctioned Illegal Clearcutting in a Drinking Water Supply Area,
Windsor State Forest, 2008
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